
The Sweetest Swing In Baseball

“That's all I do: hit. When I get the chance I got to get it done, for my team"
David Ortiz

David Ortiz was signed by the Boston Red Sox
just prior to the 03 season.
Which was also just
about the time my opiate
habit really started to turn into a thing.
By the time they lost to the Yanks in seven
I was injecting instead of just crushing, or snorting.

I got clean the next year in April
seven days into the 2004 season,
the year they finally broke the curse.

I remember standing
in front of that TV
in October
watching that tie score in game
four against the yanks
inning after inning.
Chain smoking,
saying COME ON
I need this man.
I get up every day and go 
to my shitty job, and the only 
thing I do that matters is
I don’t get high. 
I don't have anything else
and I fucking need this

I've told this story so many times:
how David saved my life



with that homer.
Or, how I broke the curse
by not giving up.
But the other day
I watched a replay
of his winning at bat on YouTube.

That swing was so sweet,
technically perfect,
body torqued
completely into the motion of follow through.

Exactly the way
he did it in batting practice.
Exactly the way
he always did it,
like he just knew how.

Like he did it,
Every single day. 



Zeke Russell grew up in Central Maine surrounded by artists and lumberjacks. Since then he’s been a cook, a 
teacher, a security guard and a social worker. In 2008, while living in Lowell, Mass., he rediscovered poetry 
through the performance zine OutLet. This led him to the Mill City Slam, and thence to the Boston Poetry Slam 
at the Cantab Lounge. He moved to Boston in 2011. His work has appeared in Drunk In a Midnight Choir, 
Wyvern Lit, Maps For Teeth and Printer’s Devil Review.
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